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Artists and students 
working in 
Greenwich House 
Pottery’s Jones 
Street studios are 
part of a long 
tradition of art 
education in New 
York’s Greenwich 
Village.  For over a 
century, Greenwich 
House has enriched 
the community 
with instruction in 

the creative process.  Established in 1902 as part of the 
“settlement house” movement, Greenwich House served 
Irish and Italian immigrants, offering social services and 
education to help them assimilate into American life.  The 
art education programs grew out of training that provided 
young people with needed technical skills for employment in 
trades.  Drawing on Italian culture, programs in 
woodworking, stone cutting, and technical drawing were 
some of the first courses offered.  Pottery was introduced in 
1909 and by the 1920s was an integral part of Greenwich 
House’s developing mission: to improve quality of life 
through creative work. 
 

Today’s Greenwich House Pottery is a 
vibrant studio, offering instruction and 
studio space for students and artists from 
diverse backgrounds.  Headed by Director 
Adam Welch, the program offers 35 adult 

Greenwich House Pottery, at 16 Jones Street 
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classes, children’s after-school classes, summer camps for 
children and teens, and year-round Master Workshops. 
Welch says that the students make up a diverse group, 
ranging from novices to professional artists.  There is an 
extensive children’s program, along with hand building and 
throwing classes for young people and adults.  Consistent 
with Greenwich’s early mission, the studio also serves a 
disadvantaged clientele, 
through a generous 
scholarship program.  
Disabled and 
economically challenged 
students find a place 
where they can immerse 
themselves in creative 
work amongst a 
community of friends.  

Welch says, “For some 
of the people we serve, 
this is all they have.  It is their salvation.”  Currently, 
Greenwich House is reaching out to The Wadleigh School for 
the Performing Arts in Harlem, offering support in the 
development of its visual and performing arts program.  
Welch says that even in its outreach programs, Greenwich 
focuses on creating community.  “We feel that we can be 
more effective in concentrating our efforts on one school, 
rather than sending out instructors infrequently to many 
schools.  Relationships are formed out of the creative 
process, making a tangible difference.” 
 
Welch heads a faculty of over thirty instructors.  A working 
artist himself, he received his BFA from Northern Arizona 
University and his MFA in 
Ceramics from Virginia 
Commonwealth University.  
He began at Greenwich in 
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2003, as a Liaison, serving in an administrative capacity, 
and became the Director of Pottery in 2010.  He has taught 
ceramics at Kingsboro Community College in Brooklyn and 
at New York’s City University, and currently teaches at 
Princeton University.  In addition to overseeing the 
educational programs at Greenwich House, Welch oversees 
exhibitions, installations, and outreach programs.  He 

coordinates funding with the 
pottery program’s umbrella 
organization, Greenwich 
House, Inc., which includes 
programs for chemical 
dependency, mental health, 
senior care, early education, 
and music education.  The 
pottery program supports 65% 
of its costs through tuition and 
receives additional funding 
through foundations, 
benefactors, and fundraisers.  

Welch points out that many students support the 
organization as benefactors, taking ownership of the 
community to which they have become a part.  
 
Last year, the center provided $30,000 in scholarships.  
Welch describes a place where many mingle, through a 
shared, communal activity.  Working people from the 
neighborhood take evening classes, satisfying their human 

need for creativity outside of 
their employment.  
Professional artists share 
studio time with members, 
heightening and enriching 
their experience.  The 
disabled and unemployed 
find a satisfying and 
industrious use of their time.  

Exhibition at the Jane Hartsook 
Gallery in the Jones Street facility 
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Welch says, “Our members feel that this is their place.  
Great relationships are formed here.”  Greenwich House 
Pottery takes as its motto, “Crafting Community.” True to 
the spirit of its early founders, the Jones Street studios and 
classroom are a home for many whose lives are enriched 
through art and creativity. 

 
For more information, visit  
www.greenwichhouse.org  
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